Run Report - #2299
Irish Joke’s 60th Birthday run
Scenic Rd, Kenmore
Hares: Irish Joke & Anchovy
With the promise of free food and piss, more than the usual rabble braved the western
freeway to make it to Irish’s place at Kenmore. Special guest runner Mu-hammed even flew
in for the occasion.
In a rare moment of truth for a hare, Anchovy warned that the only flat areas in the suburb
were inside the houses, all else was hills. As usual Tickerbell led off as the 12 runners
crossed the park and headed for the first hill. There were plenty of 360s and a few checks
with even Scruffy & Craft FRTs at one stage. Grewsum was as untrustworthy as ever,
consistently calling the pack on on to the CBs & FTs. For once XXXX’s trail markings were
appreciated with Bug’s arriving late but catching the pack halfway through the run.
The trail wound up and down to a RG on Kenmore rd, then through the backstreets onto
Mogill rd and into the bush where the runners found the remaining walkers being herded
towards home by Virgin. The rest of the walkers including Snappy & Mortein had apparently
followed the GM, who with his head in the phone, found a better trail on google and
shortcutted home.
The circle commenced with 2 blocks of ice already engraved with the names Snappy and
Luftwaffe. Sure, some others minor miscreants are occasionally called up (new shoes Mortein
& Irish and anyone related to Kreepy Krawler) but we all know that Snappy & Luftwaffe
have almost exclusive rights. Multiple charges by the monk against Snappy were followed
by multiple accusations by Multiple against Luftwaffe. Multiple votes were held with ST
winning SoW mainly on the strength of Luftwaffe’s shouting.
Then followed a good feed of chilli con carne and plenty of beer & red wine.
Run 8/10 – well marked & some new good territory, but -2 for all the farkin hills.
On on – 10/10 – can’t fault freebies especially when scribe was not driving
Well done Irish – look forward to your 61st.
on on
Even Optus

